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Among n x n matrices with complex entries let V denote the convergent 
ones, 9’ the positive definite ones, and let Nk denote those which are nilpotent 
of index k. In Theorems 1 and 2 we characterize the matrices M which factor 
into TT* for T E % or for T f Jv;, . This determines the range of the function 
T --+ TT* on the domain V and on the domains .&, and enables us to 
describe the range of each of the following matrix-valued functions: 
(C, H) -+ CHC” for (C,H)E%? x B (Corollary l), 
&?, H) -+ QffQ* for (Q, H) E Jv;, x B (Corollary 2), 
(Q, W -+ H - QHQ* for (Q, H) E .Jk x 9’ (Theorem 3). 
Let n(M) denote the number of eigenvalues h of M (counting multi- 
plicities) such that Re h > 0. In [2], P. Stein shows that A’ = (M 1 Z-(M) > 0 
and M = M*} is the range of (T, H) --+ H - THT* for (T, H) E SF? x 8, 
and he uses an existence proof to verify that .A? is not too big. We shall 
show (in conjunction with Corollary 3) how a nilpotent Q and a positive 
scalar matrix H may be simply constructed from the eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors of M E .A?’ so that M = H - QHQ*. Thus the range of (T, H) --+ 
H - THT* is not changed by restricting the domain from V x 9’ to 
.N x P, where Jlr = Jy; u ..* u Nn. In [l], Ballantine shows that A? is 
also the range of (T, H) -+ H - THT* for (T, H) E %? x 9’ such that T is 
similar to a real diagonal matrix. 
Let 9 denote the set of n x n matrices A such that r(A) = 12. These 
matrices are sometimes called stable. Theorem 4 and Corollary 4 characterize 
the matrices which admit a sum decomposition T + TX where T E .N or 
T E 9. This determines the range of T -+ T+ T*for TEMandfor TEY 
and permits us to describe the ranges of the functions: 
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for (Q,H)EJV x B (Theorem 4) 
(A, H) --i- Re(AH) for (A,U)EY x 9 
(Q, N) -+ Re((Q + I)H) for (Q, H) E Nk x 9’ 
Theorems 4(a), 4(b), and Corollary 4 also appear in Ballantine [I]; Corollary 
4(c) appears in Stein [2]. The mapping (A, 61) -+ 
(A, W) E .9’ x 6F’ has been studied by Lyapunov and many others (cf. [I], 
PI, and PI>. 
Although we have determined the range of T + TT* for T E Nk ) its 
additive analog, T --t T + T* for T E Jv;, , h 
more elusive. Corollary 5, our main result about 
a lower bound on {k j M E Re(Nk)). In particular, Corollary 5 shows that if 
x n invertible Hermitian matrix M such that n(M) = I or 1~ - I lies 
e(Nk) then K = IZ. 
1. NILPOTENT AND CONVERGENT FACTORIZATIONS 
Let H”;, = Fn(wl ,.-., w,) denote the n x n matrix 
Simple computations show that: 
(a) F,$‘,* = diag(( wr I2 ,..., ( w, 12), and 
(b) the characteristic polynomial of F, is hn - w1 ... w, ; SO F, is 
nilpotent if wr 0.. w, = 0. 
Let P;- denote the positive semi-definite matrices. 
Proof. If M = CC* and if A, ,..., A, are the eigenvaiues of C then 
det A@ = / det C I2 = / A, -** A, 12. Thus if C is convergent, det M < 1. 
Conversely, there exists a unitary matrix U such that 
U M U* = diag(a,2,..., am2$ 
with each ai > 0. Then M = CC* where C = U*FJar )..~) a,)U. If 
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det M < 1 each eigenvalue h of C satisfies An = a, ... a, = l/det M < 1, 
and so C E Q. (In this factorization of M the eigenvalues of C are the vertices 
of a regular n-gon centered at 0.) 1 
Every M ~9- is equal to CHC* for some CE%? and some H ~9. For 
example take s > det M, factor (l/s)&! into CC* (using Theorem I), and 
set H = sl. When HE 9 is fixed in advance we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Given HE 9 and ME 8-, then M = CHC” for some 
C E V if and only ;f det(M) < det(H). 
Proof. The condition is necessary because 
det(CHC*) = (det H) j det C j2 < det H if CEV. 
Conversely, if det M < det H and if K = (dg)-l~P then 
det(K M K) < 1. Let BB* be the convergent matrix factorization of K M K, 
given by Theorem 1. Then C = K-lB K E g and M = CHC*. 1 
We now answer for JV~, the nilpotent matrices of index k, the same 
questions we just answered for V, the convergent matrices. We use the 
following lemma to teI1 what indices /i of nilpotency an n x n matrix of rank 
r may have. Let 1x1 = min{m E Z j m > x>, and 1x1 = max{m E Z 1 m < $3. 
LEMMA 1. Let n, Y be integers with Y < n. Then thue exists a sequence of 
integers kl > k, 3 ‘-1 > k,-, > 0 with n = k, + k2 + ... + k,-, such 
that k = k, if and only if 
Or, equivalently, if and only if 
k-l<r< TZ.-;. 
1 1 
Proof. Let s = n - Y > 0; then the condition 
dk<r+1 
becomes 
I 1 + ,<k<n--s+l. 
Suppose that kI > k, > ... 2 k, > 0 are integers and that n = 
4 + ... + k, . Then k = kI must satisfy k ,( n - s + 1 because the 
maximum possible value of kI occurs when 
k, = . . . zz k, z 1 ad k, = n - (k, + -.. + k,) = n - s + 1. 
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e minimum possible value of k = k, occurs when for some integer $J > 
k, = . . . = k, = k and k,,, = ..s = R, = k- 
and n = pk + (s - p)(k - I) = s(k - I) + p. Since 0 < p < s we have 
n - 
s 
= fk - 1 + (p/s)1 = k. 
Thus 
k= 
is the minimum. 
Conversely for each k satisfying 
we must construct a sequence of integers k1 > I.~ > k, > 0 which starts 
with k, = k and sums to n. For 
k=n--s+l and for k L= 
we dicl this above. 
A sequence beginning with k, where 
I 1 5 <k<n-s+S, 
may be obtained by 
successive alterations of the “minimal” sequence which begins with 
k, = 
if each alteration follows the rule: 
The sequence k, > ..* > k, > 0 is replaced by the sequence 
(4 + 1) 2 k, 2 *-a 3 k,-, > (k, - 1) 2 k,+p 3 *.. b k, > 0 
where 4 = max{m j k, > 2) < s. 
This rule makes sense if 4 > 1. If Q = I then we already have the “maximalp 
sequence k?, = n - s + 1 and k, = ... = k, = 1 and there is no nee 
alter it 
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Given that 0 < s < n and r = n - s, the equivalence of 
<k<n--s+1 with k - 
follows easily from the equivalence of the statements: 
<k,n<k,n-s<n-;,r< n-;. I 
S 1 1 
Let Em = F,(l,..., 1,O) and let A @ B denote the matrix 
THEOREM 2. Let ME 8- be n x n with rank Y. Then M = QQ* for some 
Q E Jr/-, if and only if Y < n and 
n I 1 - <k,<r+l. n---Y 
(Or, equivalently: 
k#O and k--l<r< n 1 I 
-; .) 
Proof. If M = QQ*, for every vector (=n x 1 matrix) x we have 
X*MX = /I Q*x /j2. Thus ker M = ker Q*. So Y = rank M = rank Q = 
rank SQS-r for every invertible S. If Q E Mk then Y < n and there exists an 
S which gives the Jordan canonical form of Q in the form: 
SQS-’ = E,<, @ .** @ Ek,-, , 
where 
k=k,> --* > k,-, > 0 and n=kl+..*+kn,. 
Then by Lemma 1 
n r 1 ___ <h<r+l. n-r 
Conversely, if 
Lemma 1 shows that there exists a sequence of integers kl > ... > k+, 31 
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which sums to n and has k = k, . Since ME 9- the eigenvahres of M may 
be represented as a$ for 1 < i < n - Y and 1 <j < ki with each aij > 
Since exactly n - r of the aii’s are 0, we require that 
@l,ki = "' = an-r,ka-, = 0 
and that aij > 0 when j f ki . Then Gi = Fkjai,r ?..., ai,ki) is nilpotent 
of index ki . If U is the unitary matrix such that 
UM6Ta = diag(af,, ,..., a:,%, ,..., a&,, Y.Oa, ~-r,k,-,), 
here Q = U*(G, @ 0.. @ G,-,)U and Q is nilpotent of 
Remarks. (a) Even when the index of nilpotency is specified the factor 
Q is not unique up to a scalar multiple of modulus 1 (unless az < 2). For 
example, if 
0 
[ 
sin 5 cos 5 
Q=O 0 0 
00 0 
then QQ* is independent of 5 and Q2 = 0. 
(b) Let giK denote the range of Q -+ QQ* for Q E N2 a Theorem 2 
shows that whether a Hermitian matrix M lies in CXilc or not depends only on 
its rank. Since rank(M) = rank(SMS*) if S is invertible, we have MEAN 
if and only if SMS* ~22% . Thus S%?,S* = glc if S is invertible. 
COROLLARY 2. (a) Given H E 9, the range of Q + Q 
g!k. 
(b) The range of (Q, H) -+ QHQ* fey (Q, H) E Jfk x B is Bk ) 
Proof. We prove (a); part (b) follows from it. Let K = EP; then 
2)k = &Z,K* by remark (b). When Q E Nb then 
QHQ* = K(K-lQK)(K-lQK)“K” E .K?&K” = 9fk ; 
so the range lies within 9?k . To see that the range contains .gk let 
M ~92~ = iC%&*. Then for some Q E we have iI4 = ATQQ*K* = 
(KQK-I) H(KQK-I)* and KQK-1 E A$ e 
Stein [2] and Ballantine [l] have proved that the range of 
(6, H) + H - CHC* far (G,H)EV X ~iis~2. 
That the range contains J&’ can be easily inferred from Corollary 3, but to 
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emphasize how easily this fact about the range can be established we include 
a proof which depends only on the remarks preceding Theorem 1. We prove 
that the range of (Q, H) -+ H - QHQ* for (Q, H) EJV x 9 contains JZ’, 
which is actually a better result since JV C V. The proof goes: Let /\r < 
A, < ... < An be the eigenvalues of M E J@ and U be a unitary matrix whose 
jth column is an eigenvector of hj for j = l,..., n. Then h, > 0 and 
M=H-QHQ*whereH=X,I~gand 
Q = (I/h,)UF,( y/h, - Al ,..., l/A, - A,-, , 0) U” 
is nilpotent. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose M is an n x n Hewzitian matrix and its maximum 
eigenvalue s is non-zero and has multiplicity m. Then M = s(I - QQ*) for 
some Q E Ju;, if and only if 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2 to N = I - (I/s)M, which has rank n - m < n. 
I 
Corollary 2 shows that for a fixed HE 9 the range of Q -+ H - QHQ* 
for QE.&~ is H--SW,. Thus the range of (Q, H) + H - QHQ* for 
(Q, H) E Jk x 9 is 9 - WI6 , which can also be characterized: 
THEOREM 3. If k < n then ME B - L%!~ ;f and only if n ,< kr(M) and 
M=M*. 
Proof. IfM~~--~~letM=H-NwhereH~.PandN~9’~,and 
letK=(dH)-rEP.ThenI-KMK=KNKKE,~andbyTheorem2 
n 
n---r 
where Y is the rank of I - KM K. Then r 3 n - r(K M K) and, since 
a(M) = r(K M K) by Sylvester’s theorem, we have Y 3 n - r(M). So 
n < k(n - T) < km(M). 
Conversely, given any integer p with 1 < p < r(M) there exists an 
invertible S such that SMS* = (21,) @IV @ 0, @ (-I,) where 
r(M) = m + p and n = m + p + q + Y. Then by Theorem 2 for each k 
satisfying 
c 1 + <k<n-p+l 
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we have I- SMS* = NELJ?~. So 
M = S-l(F)* - S-lN(S-I)* E.P - c?& s 
hat k can assume all integral values from 
may be seen by picking p appropriately. 
2. THE REAL PARTS OF NILPOTENT MATRICES AND 
OF STABLE MATRICES 
In this paragraph we take up the mapping T -+ T + IF*, the additive 
analog of the mapping T -+ TT* which we considered in Section 1. Although 
we do not develop any rigorous analogy we do find, as expected, that where 
we discussed the determinant in Section 1 in this paragraph we discuss the 
trace. For example, Theorem 4 bears comparison with Theorem 2. 
THEOREIM 4. Let x = ,&U .-.V Mn. 
(a) Re(&‘J = (M 1 M = M* and tr A4 = O), 
(b) G&r HE 9 with K = 1/H then Re(.AfH) = K R.e(&“jK = 
{M 1 M = M* rind tr(MH-I) = 0}, 
(c) Re(JrP) = (-,I {K Re(N)K 1 K E PI 
= (M j M = M* and r(M) T.$--M) # 
Proof (This proof of (a) can be found in allantine [I].) The necessity 
of the tr(M) = 0 condition in (a) is a triviality and the sufficiency follows 
from the 
PROPOSITION. If M = M* and tr(M) = 0 then for some ~~~~~~y U the 
diagonal of UMU* is zero. 
Then M = Re(UQU*) where Q is upper triangular with its upper triangle 
equal to twice that of UMV*. Then Q and U*QU are nilpotent. 
Part (b) also appears in [l]: Using part (a) to justify the second equivalence 
we have: 
0 = tr(MH-l) o 0 = tr(K-IM K-l) -+ K-lM K? = Re Q E Re(N) 
o M = Re(PH), 
where P = KQK-~GJV. 
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The first equality in (c) follows easily from (b). If M = K Re Q K for 
KE B and Q E Jlr then by Sylvester’s theorem n(M)rr(---M) = r(ReQ) 
rr(-ReQ). Since tr(ReQ) = 0 either Q = 0, and hence M = 0, or else 
a(ReQ) r(-ReQ) # 0. Conversely if n(M)rr(-M) # 0 and M = M* 
there exists an invertible S such that 0 = tr(SMS*) = tr(MS*S). Since 
S*S E g we can apply part (b). # 
We now settle for the stable matrices 9’ the questions which Theorem 4 
answered for the nilpotent matrices N. 
COROLLARY 4. (a) Re(9) = (M 1 iU = M* and tr M > 01. 
(b) Given HE B with K = di?, Re(9H) = K Re(Y)K. 
(c) Re(Y@) = (J {K Re(Y)K 1 K E 9} = .k’. 
Proof. Part (a) is just part (a) of Theorem 4 translated by (tr(M)/n)Z 
And (b) follows since Re(AH) = K Re(B)K if B = KFAK. The first 
equality in (c) is clear and Re(9Y) C &! because if A E Y then tr(Re A) > 0, 
and so rr(Re A) > 0. Thus if K E 9 then v(K Re(A)K) = v(Re A) > 0 
and K Re(A)K E J&‘. Conversely, if M E &’ there exists an invertible S such 
that 0 < tr(Sn/rs*). By (a) S&IS* = Re R for some A E 9’; so M = Re(BH) 
where B = WAS E 9 and H = (S-l)(S-l)* E 8. 1 
Although Nk was the usual domain for the mappings studied in Section 1, 
when the mappings of this paragraph are restricted from N to J$ their 
ranges seem difficult to determine and are probably quite complicated. We 
can, however, obtain a little more information by exploiting-as has been 
done in [l], [2], and [3]-the linear fractional transformation w = (a - l)/ 
(z + 1) which maps the half plane Re x > 0 onto the disc / w ) < 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let ME&Z’ be n x n. Then M = Re(AH) for some HE B 
andAEJf/~+IC~SPfandonlyifk <nandn <km(M). 
Proof. If M = Re(AH) with A E Mk + 1, then 
Q = (A - I)(A + I)” = (9) [If (Gp) + *** + (qy7y 
lies in Nk and A = (I + Q)(I - Q)“. Substitution gives M = K - QKQ* 
where K = (I - Q)-r H(I- Q)-I* E 8. By Theorem 3, then, n ,( krr(M). 
Of course k < n. 
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Conversely, if n < k,(M), Theorem 3 gives an L E .9 and a 
that M = L - QLQ*. Then 
A =(I+Q)(I-Q)-l =1+2Q(I+Q+ . ..+ 
lies in Nk + 1. And M = Re(AH) where 4H = (I + Q)-lL(I -j- Q)-l* E 
COROLLARY 5. If M = Re(QH) for some HEP t 
n < k p(M) where p(M) = nullity(M) + min{z$ 
roof. If 8 # s E [w and K = (.t/@-” ther, 
I+sKMK=Re(sKQK-x+1) and 
By Theorem 5 n < k+ + s K M K). If / s j iis large enough then 
a(1 + s K M K) = nullity(s K M K) + +s K M K) = ~~~lity(~) +a( 
(The last equality comes from Sylvester’s theorem). WZlen the sign of s . 
appropriately chosen 7t(sM) = min(g(M), n(-M)>, and then n < k p(M). 
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